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A Crash Course In Geoengineering 
By Nick Rogers  

 
 

“He who controls the weather will control the world.” 
 
– Former US President Lyndon B Johnson, 1962, from a speech delivered to the 
graduating class of his alma mater, Southwest Texas State University (now Texas State 
University) 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3j0Wj_MwKk&feature=youtu.be 
 
Geoengineering programs of one form or another have been going on for decades. 
Also referred to as “climate engineering” or “weather modification,” only a fraction of 
this atmospheric science has been publicly disclosed. “Cloud seeding” is the prevalent 
example, involving the injection of silver iodide from planes for the purpose of 
artificially inducing rainfall over a desired area. Patents and documentation exist for 
both the openly acknowledged technologies like cloud seeding and the officially 
denied, covert programs I will discuss in more detail (some of which go far beyond the 
manipulation of weather). 
 

“Chemtrails” and “Conspiracy Theory” 
 
“Chemtrails” is a term widely circulated by mainstream media and government entities, 
and it is deliberately linked to “conspiracy theory.” For context, the terms “conspiracy 
theory” and “conspiracy theorist” were born out of a 1967 CIA (Central Intelligence 
Agency) memorandum, Document Number 1035-960, concerned with combating the 
growing belief – one supposedly held by 46% of the population at the time – that Lee 
Harvey Oswald did not act alone in JFK’s murder [Fig. 1]. As the document states, “The 
aim of this dispatch is to provide material for countering and discrediting the claims of 
conspiracy theorists,” and “To employ propaganda assets to answer and refute the 
attacks of the critics.” Whether they knew it or not at the time, the CIA had successfully 
unleashed one of the most powerful stigmatic phrases ever to be utilized by the power 
structure.  
                                             
Today, anyone who questions the official government narrative of suspicious world 
events or covert programs – even if there is substantial evidence to back up the claims 
– is dubbed a conspiracy theorist, and usually that ends the debate. Author and 
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psychologist Peter Janney (whose father, Frederick Janney, was a high-ranking CIA 
executive) says, “…the concept of ‘conspiracy theorist’ was engendered and infused 
into our political lexicon and became what it is today: a term to smear, denounce, 
ridicule, and defame anyone who dares to speak about any crime committed by the 
state, military or intelligence services. People who want to pretend that conspiracies 
don’t exist – when in fact they are among the most common modus operandi of 
significant historical change throughout the world and in our country – become furious 
when their naïve illusion is challenged.” 
 
https://projectunspeakable.com/conspiracy-theory-invention-of-cia/ 
 

                        
                              Figure 1. CIA Doc. #1035-960, first page, 1967. 
 
To read the full memorandum: 
 
https://www.maryferrell.org/showDoc.html?docId=53510 
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From JFK’s assassination to 9/11, the media and government propaganda formula has 
remained the same, and the addition of “chemtrails” to the “conspiracy theory” 
lexicon is no different. Although first appearing in a 1990 US Air Force Academy 
chemistry manual [Fig. 2], the term “chemtrails” has now been weaponized by the 
power structure to ridicule and discredit those who are aware of the clandestine 
geoengineering programs. Despite this official disinformation, anti-geoengineering 
activists I admire continue to use the term "chemtrails." 
                                           

                             
                              Figure 2. US Air Force Academy Chemistry 131  
                           Manual, 1990. 
 
An Archive.org PDF of the entire manual exists online, but the link does not work while 
embedded in this document. I found the manual by doing a Google search for “u.s. air 
force chemistry 131 manual 1990.” Hard copies of the manual are also available for 
sale online. 
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The 1996 US Air Force document Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather 
in 2025 [Fig. 3] delves deeply into the military’s climate engineering agenda. The 
document states, “In the broadest sense, weather-modification can be divided into two 
major categories: suppression and intensification of weather patterns, attenuation or 
control of severe storms, or even alteration of global climate on a far-reaching and/or 
long-lasting scale.” The document goes on to say, “In 2025, US aerospace can ‘own 
the weather’ by capitalizing on emerging technologies and focusing development of 
those technologies to war-fighting applications.” And yet, despite 24 years of 
opportunity to fine-tune their fairly overt objectives of controlling every aspect of the 
Earth and its atmosphere through “Artificial Weather” and the “Exploitation of 
‘NearSpace’ for Space Control,” the Pentagon still discusses these programs as solely 
theoretical. Are we supposed to believe these programs won’t be operational until 
2025? 
 

               
               Figure 3. Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the  
              Weather in 2025, US Air Force, 1996. 

 
To read the full document: 
 
https://archive.org/details/WeatherAsAForceMultiplier/mode/2up 
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For an introduction into HAARP (High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program) – 
an incredibly powerful ionosphere-heating “research” facility located in Gakona, Alaska 
– and the integral role it plays in the military’s hegemonic weather weapons arsenal:   
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=853&v=ZO5Adt4nhCk&feature=emb 
 
Contrary to what military, science, and health agencies claim, jet aircraft chemical 
spraying (in conjunction with ionosphere heating) has been going on for over 20 years 
under the initial code name “Project Cloverleaf,” and it includes agendas that have 
nothing to do with mitigating climate change. For a timeline of the initial stages of 
Project Cloverleaf: 
 
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_chemtrails28.htm 
 
For a general history of weather modification:  
 
https://weathermodificationhistory.com/interactive-timeline/ 
 

The Disinformation War 
  
• “Chemtrails” vs. “Contrails” 
  
There is no disputing the existence of condensation trails (“contrails”) left by jet aircraft 
and, since the end of World War II, they have frequently occurred in skies across the 
planet. The term “chemtrails” by its very nature is not only meant (from a power 
structure standpoint) to ridicule and discredit “conspiracy theorists,” but it is also 
meant to confuse inquisitive minds researching this topic for the first time. The 
mainstream disinformation blitz on this subject has been monumental. Major players in 
the propagation of lies include the CIA, NASA (National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration), NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), the EPA 
(Environmental Protection Agency), the CDC (Centers for Disease Control), the FAA 
(Federal Aviation Administration), the CFR (Council on Foreign Relations), NATO (North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization), Raytheon, and the IPCC (United Nation’s 
Intergovernmental Panel On Climate Change), along with well-funded geoengineers 
David Keith (Harvard University) and Ken Caldeira (Stanford University). Pentagon-
linked corporations such as Google and YouTube are heavily involved in the deception 
as well. You may have noticed misleading Wikipedia and Encyclopedia Britannica 
banners appearing below many videos on YouTube dealing with this subject matter. 
These banners were not placed there by the video creators [Fig. 4]. 
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     Figure 4. Example of a banner appearing below a YouTube video about chemtrails. 
 

Military-linked power structure entities would have us believe that every thick white 
streak coming from the back of an airplane or jet is a contrail. The term they’ve come 
up with now is “persistent contrail,” given that the aerosol streaks often remain visible 
for hours at a time, spreading out and joining other streaks to blanket the sky with a 
metallic, off-white haze.  
 
Metabunk.org, Snopes.com, and a legion of other government shills provide daily 
online deception in the form of blogs, articles, and comment thread infiltration in an 
attempt to squelch any truthful discussion about the spraying. NASA even created a 
“S’COOL Cloud Identification Chart” [Fig. 5] for elementary schools, replete with an 
illustration of a plane “creating contrails” (at least three of the photographs shown at 
the top of the chart feature aerosol spray-caused “cloud cover”). 
 
Adding to the “normalcy bias” most people have towards aerosol “clouds” – a 
phenomenon that is anything but normal – movies and television constantly flash 
chemically smeared sky images before our eyes.  
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normalcy_bias 
 
Okay, so let’s talk about condensation. The following is a dictionary-provided 
definition:  
 
The conversion of a vapor or gas to a liquid. 
Synonyms: precipitation, liquification, deliquescence; distillation. 
 “the condensation of water vapor.” 
 
I can confidently say that all of us have “seen our breath” on a cold day outside. This is 
condensation. I can also say, just as confidently, that none of us have ever walked 
down the street on a cold day and turned around to see that our breath’s condensation 
has visibly persisted for blocks and blocks. In the case of a contrail, water vapor in the 
jet exhaust combines with the cold ambient air to create ice crystals that evaporate 
relatively quickly and evenly behind the moving plane. 
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                              Figure 5. NASA’s “Cloud Identification Chart”. 
  
Clifford Carnicom – an independent scientist and resident of New Mexico’s high desert 
for many years – discusses the contrail phenomenon as it relates to his locale: “It is, in 
fact, a classic region for conventional contrail formation. Contrails themselves can and 
do form easily in a low-humidity environment. In the past, the passing of a short-lived 
contrail in the high, clear, desert sky was an innocuous and frequent occurrence.” Most 
clouds, he says, “...occur in the middle of the troposphere, being the lower portion of 
our atmosphere up to an altitude of approximately seven miles or so.”  Cloud 
formation – as opposed to contrail formation – requires a “…minimum level of 
humidity. From numerous sources, this minimum is on the order of 70% relative 
humidity.” 
 
https://archive.org/details/AerosolCrimesAKAChemtrails  
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Carnicom, a former employee of the DoD (Department of Defense), even calculated a 
“Contrail Formation Model” formula. Interestingly, when he applied this model to real-
world conditions, his observations showed that most aerosol spraying operations in his 
area took place during the highest times of atmospheric humidity. This, presumably, 
allowed the aerosolized “cloud cover” the best chance to spread and merge together.  
 
https://www.transitieweb.nl/mirror-carnicom-institute/tag/contrail/index.html 
 
Parenthetically, many planes have been seen and videotaped with persistent trails 
behind them that stop and start instantaneously. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l_9XPSrRIFM 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iK9nVR9H34g&list=PL_WKlaR99nti_b7v9kAMxUoB 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELOFgQ2nCEY 
 
This pattern simply cannot happen with an actual water vapor contrail. Interrupted 
“contrails” are the result of particulate dispersion systems being turned on and off, 
often near the beginning or end of their payloads (according to a source of mine in the 
military). This same source informed me that “clear” chemtrails have now been 
deployed; that is, short, bright bursts of aerosolized chemicals sprayed from a plane 
that appear, from the ground, to behave the same way as normal contrails, furthering 
public confusion. 
 
Elana Freeland, in her book Chemtrails, HAARP, and the Full Spectrum Dominance of 
Planet Earth, says, “From the ground, we are accustomed to observing contrails in jets’ 
wake. The possibility that the government and its media have not seen fit to tell us that 
we might be looking at something different should not surprise us. A contrail typically 
forms one wingspan behind the aircraft (the US Air Force distance standard), but 
photographic and video evidence consistently indicates that a very different aerosol 
trail – chemtrail, persistent contrail – forms nearer the engines.” 
 
Peter Kirby, in his book Chemtrails Exposed: The New Manhattan Project, says that US 
Air Force tankers constitute a large part of the spraying operations. Kirby states, "Some 
chemtrail fleet planes have been expertly identified as retrofitted jumbo jets. Allan 
Buckmann is a former US Air Force weather observer who worked on the Tiros III 
weather satellite system with NASA, RCA, and the US Navy. In a 2012 ActivistPost.com 
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article he wrote that he has repeatedly witnessed Boeing KC-135s, Boeing 707s and 
Lockheed C-141s spraying chemtrails.” 
 
https://www.activistpost.com/2012/08/chemtrail-whistleblower-allan-buckmann.html  
 
Kirby adds, “These three models of aircraft mentioned here are what are known as 
‘tanker’ jets. They are referred to this way due to their sizable fuselages which provide 
a large cargo carrying capacity…If one is to assemble a giant fleet of refurbished 
supertanker aircraft such as these, one needs a source of mothballed planes.” He goes 
on to discuss Davis-Monthan Air Force Base in Tucson, Arizona – the “Aircraft 
Boneyard” – the largest repository of aircraft in the world, and likely the primary 
location of jet tanker refurbishment and “chemtrail fleet” modification.  
 
https://www.visittucson.org/business/davis-monthan-air-force-base-aircraft-boneyard 
 
http://www.znakovi-vremena.net/chemtrails/ 
  
As you might imagine, pilots flying these planes face an ethical dilemma, and they are 
an extreme liability to those in charge of these programs as they constitute potential 
whistleblowers. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZaD-H_j3pU&feature=emb_logo  
 
This is where drones, or UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) come in. In addition to the 
fallibility of human beings, Freeland and Kirby discuss another key problem that drones 
eliminate, that of the need to land and refuel. Freeland sites the abstract of the 1991 
US patent 5068669A, “Power Beaming System”: “Airborne craft powered by 
microwave beams from the earth’s surface will never run out of fuel…unburdened by 
the crushing weight of fuel, such aircraft would be able to lift vast payloads into the 
upper atmosphere.” Authors Nick Begich and Jeane Manning reference an Aviation 
Week article about the patent’s capabilities: “The aircraft was reported to be able to 
stay aloft for up to 10,000 hours at 80,000-foot altitudes in a single mission.” Other 
patents for this technology include US patent 3464207A, “Quasi-Corona-Aerodynamic 
Vehicle,” US patent 4955562A, “Microwave Powered Aircraft,” US Navy patent 
6364253B1, “Remote Piloted Vehicle Powered by Beam Radiation,” among others. 
 
But, if you think retrofitted military tankers are the only source of these toxic emissions, 
think again. Freeland explains how, under the “black budget” Project Cloverleaf, 
commercial airliners were incorporated into the fray. She quotes freelance journalist 
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Jim Stone as saying, “…they [chemtrail ingredients] have been mandated as a fuel 
additive and now all jet aircraft deliver them whether they want to or not.”  
Carnicom posted a detailed email sent to him from an anonymous airline manager 
regarding how government officials informed him that they were “…going to pay our 
airline, along with others, to release special chemicals from commercial aircraft. When 
asked what the chemicals were and why we were going to spray them, they told us the 
information was given on a need-to-know basis and we weren’t cleared for it.”  
 
https://www.transitieweb.nl/mirror-carnicom-institute/tag/airline/index.html 
 
Official sources such as the FAA would have us believe that commercial airliners 
exclusively use Jet-A fuel, combustion of which (they say) is relatively safe to breath. 
The problem with this claim is that aluminum is corrosive to engines and, if commercial 
planes are indeed part of the spraying operations, they would need an anti-corrosive 
agent added to the fuel. This is where JP-8 comes in. JP-8, described by the military as 
a “universal battlefield fuel,” contains tungsten, a “corrosion inhibitor.” In Chemtrails 
Confirmed, William Thomas quotes an anonymous member of the International 
Citizens Activist Network as saying, “Tungsten is used to harden turbine blades in jet 
engines.” Tungsten has been linked to clusters of childhood leukemia in numerous US 
cities, including Fallon, Nevada (located near a US Naval Air base).  
 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2005/11/051117181805.htm   
 
Thomas explains, “The low-volatility of JP-8 means it lingers longer on skin and 
clothing…Ground crews complain of smelling and tasting JP-8 for many hours after 
exposure. Headaches, dizziness, and light-headedness are common side effects, along 
with respiratory and skin irritations. And apparently, cancer.” The anonymous activist 
adds, “At least three laboratory studies have linked the fuel to DNA damage…the 
Pentagon has even commissioned studies to determine whether JP-8 exposure 
contributed to Gulf War syndrome.” 
 
• “Global Warming” and “Climate Change” as a Cover Story 
 
“Global Warming” and “Climate Change” are arguably the two most polarizing terms 
in our lexicon today (this is not by accident). You either believe in the phenomenon or 
you don’t, right? Black and white are the choices presented to us. If you do believe in 
global warming/climate change, your government and local community likely 
compartmentalize you as a “liberal,” and you likely consider yourself one. If you don’t, 
you’re likely identified as a “conservative;” that is, a “denier.” We are taught, from a 
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very early age, to see things dichotomously. Grey areas are slippery slopes to be 
avoided. 
 
The declassified-yet-heavily-redacted 1960 CIA memorandum with the subject heading 
“Climate Control” is the first government-tied document of which I’m aware that 
discusses the overt manipulation of the Earth’s climate system. The document was 
prepared by Thomas F. Malone [Fig. 6], then chief researcher for Traveler’s Insurance, 
the most influential insurance corporation concerned with financially incentivizing 
weather manipulation. In the CIA memorandum, Malone discusses both the financial 
and the military benefits of purposefully altering the climate. Later on, Malone helped 
establish the IPCC and was an early proponent of the narrative of greenhouse-gas-
caused global warming/climate change. 
 

                                                                                    
                                            Figure 6. Thomas F. Malone. 
 
To read the memorandum, click the following link and then open the PDF attachment 
toward the middle of the page: 
 
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp78-03425a002100020014-2 
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In 1965, climate fear mongering ramped up. Lyndon Johnson’s Science Advisory 
Committee’s Environmental Pollution Panel came out with a report titled Restoring the 
Quality of Our Environment. The report focused heavily on the danger of too much 
CO2 in our atmosphere, and it advocated for the dispersal of tiny reflective particles to 
cool the planet. To read the report: 
 
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uc1.b4116127&view=1up&seq=7 
 
In 1966, the NSF (National Science Foundation), in their eighth annual Weather 
Modification Report [Fig. 7], said that a technique for combating this global 
warming/climate change could be the production of “…high-level cirrus cloud cover 
over an area by means of jet aircraft, inserting particulate matter into the upper 
atmosphere to alter the solar radiation balance and the like.” To find the report, 
Google search the above quote. 
 

                                        
                                        Figure 7. Weather Modification  
                                        Report, NSF, 1966. 
 
NASA issued a similar report that same year: 
 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19680002906.pdf 
 
A 1974 CIA report titled A Study of Climatological Research as it Pertains to 
Intelligence Problems bolstered the urgency for dealing with dangerous fluctuations in 
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the weather brought about by a changing climate. The paper states, “The new climatic 
era brings a promise of famine and starvation to many areas of the world.” To read the 
report: 
 
https://www.governmentattic.org/18docs/CIAclimateResearchIntellProbs_1974.pdf 
 
This “…promise of famine and starvation…” curiously presaged former CIA Director 
John Brennan’s remarks in 2016 about SAI and SRM (Stratospheric Aerosol Injection 
and Solar Radiation Management) in his speech to the CFR [Fig. 8]: “On the 
geopolitical side, the technology’s potential to alter weather patterns, and benefit 
certain regions of the world at the expense of other regions, could trigger sharp 
opposition from some nations.” 
 
To read a full transcript of the speech: 
 
https://www.cfr.org/event/john-brennan-transnational-threats-global-security 
 

                
                       Figure 8. John Brennan speaking before the CFR, 2016. 
 
Alex Constantine, author of Virtual Government: CIA Mind Control Operations in 
America, states, “The cost of disinforming the world cost American taxpayers an 
estimated $265 million a year by 1978, a budget larger than the combined 
expenditures of Reuters, UPI, and the AP news syndicates.” If you are unfamiliar with 
Operation Mockingbird, please become informed:  
 
https://spartacus-educational.com/JFKmockingbird.htm 
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By the 1980s, the stage was set for the creation of the greatest bogeyman of all time. 
Since then, the WMO (World Meteorological Organization), EPA, NASA, IPCC, DOE 
(United States Department of Energy), and, of course, Al Gore, have fervently pushed 
the narrative that anthropogenic CO2 is the most prominent cause (if not the only 
cause) of climate change and global warming. From droughts to deluge, we’re told 
that it’s because of our insatiable appetite for fossil-fuel, and the greenhouse gasses 
they emit, rather than the naturally variable climate or the intentional creation of 
devastating weather events through deliberate energetic manipulation of Earth’s 
atmosphere. 
 
Is the climate changing? Absolutely. But it’s complicated. To quote communications I 
had with publisher, editor, and researcher Ian Baldwin – co-founder of 
www.ourgeoengineeringage.org – “Climate is driven by three or four variable – 
variable or varying – forces: first, and likely foremost, the sun; second, the Earth itself, 
showing up in deep sea volcanism (about 80% of all volcanic heat release is in the 
deep oceans); third, Earth’s orbit about the sun (perihelion and aphelion), the Earth’s 
rotating tilt or wobble…its change of axis, and other Earth-centric peculiarities; fourth, 
and I believe least documented, is interstellar radiation as the solar system traverses 
the galaxy circling the galactic core, as well as some major full reversals of Earth’s 
geomagnetic field, which may be tied to the sun’s occasional vast bursts of energy (see 
Robert Felix’s Not by Fire but by Ice).” 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bl4cQKKudjM&feature=youtu.be  
 
“Global Warming” and “Climate Change” are such effective terms of propaganda 
because there is, unfortunately, some truth wrapped up in the package. Tropospheric 
aerosol spray is creating a “net-net” heating effect (“Global Warming”) and, on top of 
that, it has derailed the hydrological cycle. Add to this the concomitant phased-array 
microwave creation of mega-storm systems, droughts, earthquakes, and other 
cataclysms, and what you’re left with is a planet completely out of energetic balance 
(“Climate Change”).  
 
Dane Wigington explains how droughts, winter storms, and hurricanes are created 
through microwave manipulation of sprayed aerosolized particulates. 
 
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/storms/ 
 
Along those same lines, geoengineers have perfected a process called Chemical Ice 
Nucleation; US patent 3613992A. Through the use of surfactants and other chemicals 
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sprayed into clouds, precipitation that would otherwise fall as rain changes into (toxic) 
snow in an endothermic reaction. Hence, as Wigington says, the geoengineers can 
create an endless parade of theatrically named winter storms (even at above-freezing 
temperatures) to further fuel public debate as to whether or not “global warming” 
exists at all. 
 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3613992A/en 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1k3za86sTo 
 
To view an extensive list of other weather modification-related patents: 
 
http://www.chemtrailplanet.com/Patents.htm 
 
In Chemtrails, HAARP, and the Full Spectrum Dominance of Planet Earth, Freeland 
sites Veterans Today columnist Trowbridge Ford’s statement about how, in 2005, a 
“shot of energy quickly turned the Category 1 [hurricane] into a category 5 [Hurricane 
Katrina] with water leading the wind instead of vice versa, waves at 60 feet, and coastal 
water temperature at 90ºF (32ºC).”  
 
Freeland also sites George Ure’s astute analysis of highly anomalous localized 
ionospheric heating caused by HAARP (run by the US Air Force via DARPA, the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency), aligning perfectly with the many 
earthquakes on and around the day of the Fukushima nuclear meltdown. Ure says, “I 
plotted out the times of the Japan quake plus a few other quakes (6.0 and above) that 
were temporally adjacent, and put a few of them of the magnetometer timeline from 
HAARP’s database and there’s a big spiky thing around 07:00=08:00 UTC on March 10. 
Guess what’s there? A 4.8 off Honshu…That’s the big black spike which is followed by 
the next big black spike smack dab coincident with the 9.09 quake!” 
 
Even MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) admits to extraordinarily unusual 
ionospheric heating above the epicenter of the Fukushima quake but, not surprisingly, 
they say, “…good data is hard to come by.” 
 
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/424033/atmosphere-above-japan-heated-
rapidly-before-m9 
 
Freeland says about the 2000s, “Then began a heavy push of chemtrails-HAARP 
experiments. Practice runs occurred in war theatres and throughout the skies of NATO 
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members, many of which were carried out over the US...Next began a period of 
seemingly scheduled earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes…” She quotes an anonymous 
observer who says, “…has anyone noticed that almost every other year there is a new 
weather crisis that stays focused merely on that particular phenomenon?” The observer 
points out how 2004 was the year of tsunamis. 2005, hurricanes. 2007, floods. 2008, 
tornadoes. 2009 and 2010, earthquakes. 

 
“Chemtrails” in Congress  
 
While the United States was still reeling from the attacks of September 11, 2001, in 
October of that year Ohio Rep. Dennis Kucinich [Fig.9] introduced House of 
Representatives bill HR2977 (the “Space Preservation Act”) [Fig. 10]. It called for the 
peaceful use of space, and a ban on “exotic weapons” (“chemtrails” is listed as an 
exotic weapon). HAARP is described in the same section (though the specific acronym 
was removed, according to Kucinich) as “…weapons designed to damage space or 
natural ecosystems (such as the ionosphere or upper atmosphere) or climate, weather, 
and tectonic systems with the purpose of inducing damage or destruction upon a 
target population or region on Earth or in space.” 
 

                               
                                 Figure 9. Congressman Dennis Kucinich. 
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                      Figure 10. “Exotic weapons” list includes “chemtrails,”  

            bill H.R. 2977, 2001. 
 
To view the bill: 
 
https://www.congress.gov/107/bills/hr2977/BILLS-107hr2977ih.pdf 
 
In a Columbus Alive newspaper interview published January 24, 2002 (since removed 
by the publication, but text of which is viewable at the link below), Bob Fitrakis asked 
Kucinich why he would “…introduce a bill banning so-called chemtrails when the US 
Government routinely denies such things exist and the US Air Force has routinely 
called chemtrail sightings ‘a hoax.’” 
  
Kucinich replied, “The truth is there’s an entire program in the Department of Defense 
‘Vision for 2020’ that’s developing these weapons.”  
 
http://freerepublic.com/focus/f-chat/672892/posts 
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To view the DoD’s “Joint Vision 2020: America’s Military – Preparing For Tomorrow”: 
 
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a526044.pdf 
 
Parenthetically, a 1976 UN (United Nations) treaty known as ENMOD (for 
“environmental modification”) prohibited “…hostile use of environmental modification 
techniques,” though it has done nothing to stop any of these programs. To view the 
treaty: 
 
https://2009-2017.state.gov/t/isn/4783.htm 
 

What are they spraying? 
 
What, then, are the long white streaks, clearly visible from the ground, often stretching 
from horizon-to-horizon, often sprayed parallel to one another or in a grid pattern, 
often persisting for hours at a time, often not on commercial flight paths, that billow 
out of jet aircraft daily across the world? As hard as it may be to believe, most of what 
you are seeing coming out of these planes is aerosolized metallic nanoparticles – 
aluminum, barium, strontium, manganese, gallium, and other elements – sprayed for 
the purpose of weather modification and other deep state agendas. Upper 
atmosphere-disrupting chemicals have also been released such as NASA’s lithium/tri-
methyl aluminum/barium “tracer” sounding rockets: 
 
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/sounding-rockets/tracers/metals.html 
 
In addition, multiple high-altitude nuclear bomb detonations have been carried out by 
the United States and Soviet militaries dating back to 1958 (see Ian Baldwin’s “The 
Sorcerer’s Apprentices at Play at the Dawn of the Geoengineering Age”): 
 
https://vermontindependent.net/the-sorcerers-apprentices-at-play-at-the-dawn-of-the- 
 
To view a list and description of these “experiments”: 
 
https://www.spacelegalissues.com/space-law-starfish-prime-or-the-legality-of-high-
altitude- 
 
But, for the purposes of this paper, I will focus on the afore-mentioned aerosolized 
metals being sprayed by jets in our troposphere (the lowest part of our atmosphere 
where the air we breathe resides) and stratosphere (the area of atmosphere above the 
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troposphere), with the disingenuously stated purpose of reflecting sunlight back to 
space to mitigate global warming. This is exactly what David Keith, Ken Caldeira, John 
Holdren, the CFR, the UN, MIT, Harvard University, Jane C. S. Long (Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory), Bill Gates, the IPCC, RAND Corporation, and many 
others have strongly advocated for many years (I will discuss the actual motives later). 
This is also what witnesses by the thousands have reported seeing since the late 1990s. 
You too can see this on most days simply by looking up. Don’t call the EPA, though, if 
you’re interested in test results that reveal the level of heavy metal nanoparticle 
concentration in our breathable air column. The EPA has admitted it does not test for 
nanosized particles in the air (you can’t find what you’re not looking for or don’t want to 
find, right?). They stopped officially testing for aluminum in soil back in 2003 and, while 
they do provide water quality recommendations, no online test results exist to my 
knowledge.  
 
To download and view non-power-structure-funded rainwater/snow/soil lab tests – 
samples of which were submitted by citizens across seven states (Australia and Italy as 
well) – that reveal extremely high levels of aluminum, barium, and strontium: 
  
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/water-tests/ 
 
For context, the CDC states that soil and water levels “…generally do not exceed 
.1µg/L” (“µg,” or “mcg,” stands for “micrograms”): 
 
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/ToxProfiles/tp22-c1-b.pdf 
 
The 1990 Hughes Aircraft Company registered patent US5003186A, “Stratospheric 
Welsbach Seeding for Reduction of Global Warming” (now owned by Raytheon), calls 
for the production and dispersion, via aircraft, of 8-to-12 micron-sized (nanoparticle) 
reflective metals.  
 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5003186A/en 
 
There is, of course, no discussion in the patent of the human or environmental effects 
of dispersing megatons of chemicals known to be neurologically toxic to humans and 
other life forms. Dane Wigington confronted well-known geoengineer David Keith [Fig. 
11] at the 2010 AAAS (American Association for the Advancement of Science) 
conference, asking him if any studies had yet been done on the effects of “proposed” 
geoengineering chemical dispersion. He asked Keith, “So, 10 megatons of aluminum 
dumped into the atmosphere would have no human health impacts?” Keith 
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responded, “Alumina we’ve only begun to research, and published nothing. We 
haven’t done anything serious on alumina and so there could be something terrible 
that we find tomorrow we haven’t looked at.” 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=5qEBZAE0rbs&feature=emb_lo
go 
 
Later on, at the same conference, Keith proclaimed, “And by the way, it’s not really a 
moral hazard. It’s more like free-riding on our grandkids.”  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxDAa4jaafY 
 
         

 
  Figure 11. Geoengineer David Keith of Harvard University. 
 

Chemtrails Confirmed chronicles author and investigator William Thomas’ travels 
throughout North America and his interviews with citizens of all kinds, from landscapers 
to FAA employees. The book documents first-hand accounts of aerosol spray sightings, 
reviews subsequent rainwater lab tests (1999 aluminum levels from Espanola, Ontario 
rain were found to be 7x the federal safety limit), and quotes numerous citizens as they 
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describe how they and their loved ones were sickened by aerial spraying. Thomas 
mentions that Espanola residents presented a petition to Canadian Parliament, signed 
by 550 locals, in which they “…demanded an explanation and an end to aerial spraying 
by photo-identified US Air Force tankers, which they claimed was sickening children 
and adults over a 55 square mile area.” US Air Force officials, not surprisingly, denied 
involvement. The Canadian Forces responded to the irate citizens, simply stating, “It’s 
not us.” 
 
http://www.holmestead.ca/chemtrails/soilradar.html 
 
Thomas also delves into the bizarre 1994 occurrences of gelatinous blobs raining down 
on the town of Oakville, Washington three different times over a six-week period. Many 
animals died, and dozens of residents fell ill. Samples of the substance revealed human 
white blood cells and two different kinds of bacteria. Like Espanola, residents 
complained of intense military spraying operations in the days and hours prior. In the 
case of Oakville, it was the US Navy who denied any wrongdoing. To this day, 
residents are doubtful to say the least.       
 
https://rense.com/ufo/flubber.htm 
 
Thomas, whose earlier book Bringing the War Home documents the more-than 
200,000 Desert Storm Veterans suffering “Gulf War Illness,” identifies pathogenic 
mycoplasma bacteria as the cause. A modified version – known as Mycoplasma 
Fermentans – was patented in 1993 by Dr. Shyh-Ching Lo of the Armed Forces Institute 
of Pathology. Mycoplasma – one-tenth the size of a normal bacterium – was 
“accidentally” transmitted to soldiers through “attenuated” anthrax shots during the 
Gulf War. The stealthy pathogen has been linked to pneumonia, chronic fatigue, 
respiratory distress, and lupus, respectively; the exact same symptoms found in 
bunches across the United States in the early 2000s after spraying operations. While 
most patients were treated symptomatically (with no cultures taken) and diagnosed as 
having the flu (despite many having no fever), those who chose to have a live blood 
microscopy performed were found to be infected not with a virus, but with 
mycoplasma.  
 
So, as you can see, weather modification through the dispersion of heavy metal 
aerosolized nanoparticulates is but one of the geoengineering agendas, and I will 
expand on the others in the “Motives” section of this paper.   
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A skeptical friend asked me, “So where do they get all the chemicals to spray non-
stop?” I believe geoscientist J Marvin Herndon has the answer. Herndon has published 
many peer-reviewed science articles showing that one of the world’s most abundant 
industrial toxic waste products, coal fly ash, is the most likely source of the chemical 
elements found in post-spray rainwater tests worldwide. Aluminum, barium, and 
strontium are the most common toxins found in these tests.  
 
Coal fly ash is readily available, and it exists in the proper size range for aerosol 
spraying. Furthermore, as Herndon points out, it can be separated into even finer sizes 
using cyclone classifiers (separators). In addition to the afore-mentioned trio of 
aluminum, barium, and strontium – what Herndon calls the “fingerprints” of 
geoengineering aerosol spraying operations – coal fly ash also releases arsenic, 
hexavalent chromium, and radioactive elements such as uranium and thorium. This 
disastrous slew of toxins is “leached” from coal fly ash when it comes in contact with 
water – either in the air, on the ground, or in our bodies – making the chemicals mobile 
and consumable by all terrestrial and aquatic life. 
 
https://www.currentscience.ac.in/Volumes/108/12/2173.pdf 
 
http://www.journaljgeesi.com/index.php/JGEESI/article/view/10597/19085 

 
Motives 
 
Why would the powers that be subject whole populations (including themselves) to the 
hazards imposed by toxic chemical spraying? Well, the motives are complex and they 
are many. Here is a summary: 
 
•  Catastrophe Reinsurance and Weather Derivatives 
 
These are multi-$billion financial markets that rely on super-computer-driven “climate 
models” produced by Raytheon, Laurence Livermore National Laboratory, NORAD 
(North American Aerospace Defense Command), MIT, NWS (National Weather 
Service), NOAA, NASA, MITRE Corporation, and others. Players in these markets are 
classified as “disaster capitalists.” The worse a “natural” disaster is – for example crop 
failures or energy production shortages – the more money they make. Being able to 
“predict” what weather calamities will happen, when they will happen, where they will 
happen, and how severe they will be, allows for catastrophe reinsurance and weather 
derivatives markets to thrive. 
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• Weather Warfare  
 
It is well documented that during the Viet Nam War the Pentagon authorized the 
intentional flooding of the Ho-Chi-Min trail through the creation and augmentation of 
storms to destroy enemy supply roads. First denied by the DoD, “Operation Popeye” 
was declassified thanks to the Pentagon Papers. Although the results were devastating, 
cloud seeding operations of that time were primitive compared to what the military-
industrial-intelligence-university complex is able to manifest now. Hurricanes, 
earthquakes, and other large-scale disasters can be created on-demand through the 
utilization of ionosphere heaters like HAARP and the Arecibo “Observatory” in Puerto 
Rico. The intricacies and capabilities of ionosphere heaters is best described in Begich 
and Manning’s book Angels Don’t Play This HAARP and Freeland’s book Chemtrails, 
HAARP, and the Full Spectrum Dominance of Planet Earth. 
 
If you’re familiar with the history of the CIA and its never-ending, large-scale, 
accountability-free, mafia-like behavior (from drug-trafficking to assassinations to 
regime change), and if you’re familiar with how often the agency has publicly lied 
about its clandestine operations, only to later disclose small bits of redacted truth 
(usually begrudgingly through Freedom of Information Act requests), then you 
probably share my disinclination to believe the agency when it speaks of something 
like geoengineering (or weather warfare for that matter) as merely “theoretical.”  
 
For a detailed history of the CIA’s involvement in weather warfare via weather 
modification: 
 
https://climateviewer.com/2018/05/24/henry-kissinger-the-cia-and-weather-warfare/  
 
• C5ISR (formerly known as C4) 
 
“Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Combat, Intelligence, Surveillance, 
and Reconnaissance,” or what military brass calls “Full spectrum dominance,” is 
denoted by C5ISR. In order for the military to effectively deploy over-the-horizon radar, 
LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging), DEW (Directed Energy Weapons), voice-to-skull 
technology, holograms, “Active Denial” crowd control, plasma weaponry, jet stream 
manipulation, and much more, the atmosphere must be continuously saturated with 
electrically-conductive metallic particles (and these technologies have to either be 
hidden from the public or, like so many other breaches of civil liberties, they must be 
presented as conveniences and/or tools for keeping us safe). Freeland lays out the 
details of why the military needs a permanently ionized atmosphere to accomplish the 
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above wireless operations in her book Under an Ionized Sky: From Chemtrails to Space 
Fence Lockdown. She says, “Weather engineering is key to all other electromagnetic 
military operations. Not only is high-frequency ‘sky beam’ technology daily adjusting 
the temperature-dependent conductivity of the lower atmosphere by heating portions 
of the ionosphere, but it has been weaponized for the military doctrine of full spectrum 
dominance via C4…dependent on (1) a conductive lower atmosphere, and (2) space 
and ground-based systems that assure 24/7 conductivity.” 
 
Not only are conductive particles floating around in the troposphere and lower 
stratosphere 24/7, but they are falling down to Earth and entering our bodies. Yes, we 
are now extremely electrically conductive microwave receivers, and much of the metal 
we breathe in (also laid out in Freeland’s book) is what has come to be known as 
“smart dust;” essentially, nanobots. Military labs – primarily orchestrated by DARPA – 
have developed particles up to 50x smaller than a human blood cell; particles that can 
self-replicate and have processors capable of communicating with each other and with 
remotely-located super computers. Fast-forward to the 23:22 mark of the following 
presentation from Freeland: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Z1ZEi6xxnw 
 
The following article, appearing on CNN’s website January 14, 2020, describes 
DARPA’s newest creation, the “xenobot.” The article admits the creature is “…small 
enough to travel inside human bodies” and that it is “programmable” (emphasis 
added).  
 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/13/us/living-robot-stem-cells-intl-hnk-scli-scn/index.html 
 
Xenobots are presented as a benevolent invention to do things such as “…clean up 
radioactive waste, collect microplastics in the oceans, carry medicine inside human 
bodies, or even travel into our arteries to scrape out plaque” but, if you’re familiar at all 
with DARPA, you know that their inventions are never created with the betterment of 
humanity or the planet in mind.  
 
I understand all this sounds like science fiction. It’s not. To paraphrase Dane 
Wigington, don’t just believe what I say. Please do your own honest, objective 
research. Caveat emptor: Google is an arm of DARPA and the NSA. Search wisely. 
 
https://qz.com/1145669/googles-true-origin-partly-lies-in-cia-and-nsa-research-grants-
for-mass-surveillance/ 
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Lockheed Martin (among others) has developed DEW technology, patent 
W02016024265A1, described as a “fiber laser” with the stated goal of combating 
“enemy targets” with pinpoint precision. As activist Deborah Tavares says, “Make no 
mistake…we are the enemy.” To view the patent: 
 
https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2016024265A1/en 
  
To find an example of DEW already deployed against civilians, look no further than the 
recent California “super wild fires” in which blazes burned at unprecedented 
temperatures and at unprecedented speeds. The enormity and “out of nowhere” 
ignition of these fires simultaneously in multiple isolated locations can likely only be 
explained by the use of DEW. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AuX-w2-5qOY 
 
http://www.chemtrailplanet.com/DEW.html 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oG9qx7uPYJ0 
 
The link below discusses Solaren and PG&E (Pacific Gas and Electric)’s suspicious 
dealings with DEW technology as it pertains to the California fires: 
 
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/11/california-arson-solaren-corp-holds-key-
patents-for-transmitting-microwave-directed-energy-from-space-to-pinpoint-locations-
on-earth/ 
 
As you can see from the stunning images of these fires and their aftermath, it’s no 
surprise why many fire fighters say the blazes were like nothing they’d ever 
experienced [Figs. 12, 13]. Selected buildings and neighborhoods were reduced to 
nothing but ash while surrounding trees were often left untouched, selected cars 
literally melted, humans inside cars literally melted, and the speed at which the fires 
covered remarkable distances was, again, like nothing fire-fighting personnel had ever 
seen before in their lives. 
 
https://www.npr.org/2015/08/08/430651396/veteran-firefighter-rocky-fire-has-most-
extreme-fire-behavior-ive-ever-seen 
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           Figure 12. CA “Camp Fire,” 2018. 

                                    

 
      Figure 13. Aftermath of CA “Camp Fire,” 2018. 
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Greece and Portugal suffered unprecedented fire disasters as well [Figs. 14, 15].  
 

           
                                     Figure 14. Island of Evia, Greece, 2019. 
 
        

 
                                         Figure 15. Mati, Greece, 2018. 
 
Sadly, brave fire fighters are being sent in to deal with fires whose orchestrated 
behaviors they do not understand. The incredible heat of these fires (over 1000°F 
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hotter than a normal wild fire in some cases), and incredible speeds at which they 
move, cannot be explained except for the fact that everything that burned was covered 
in an extremely volatile dust-like layer of accelerant: aluminum oxide. Not surprisingly, 
the mainstream media portrays this behavior simply as the side effect of the “new 
normal” of climate change. 
 
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2018/08/02/fire-tornado-redding-carr-fire/ 
  
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6384485/Californias-Camp-Fire-inferno-
survivors-rev 
 
Parenthetically, survivors of the northern California fires reported seeing unusual 
amounts of aerosol spraying in the days and hours immediately prior to the fires 
breaking out. For that matter, my wife and I witnessed a massive spraying operation 
over and around Yosemite National Park during the nearby Ferguson Fire in July of 
2018 [Figs. 16, 17]. 
 

                                
                                Figure 16. Photograph of spraying operations  

        above Yosemite National Park, CA, 2018.     
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    Figure 17. Photograph of Ferguson Fire smoke mixing with aerosol spray near  
    Half Dome, Yosemite National Park, CA, 2018. 

 
As of the writing of this paper, I have not come across any evidence that definitively 
shows the use of DEW in the ongoing Australian fires. That being said, the behavior of 
the fire itself has been eerily similar to that of the afore-mentioned fires in California, 
Greece, and Portugal [Figs. 18, 19]. 
 

                                    
                  Figure 18. A kangaroo attempts to escape,  

           Lake Conjola, New South Whales, AU, 2019. 
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          Figure 19. Screenshot of fire footage taken in New South Whales, AU, 2019. 
 
Fire ecologist David Bowman, from the University of Tasmania, says, “You have to ask: 
Has there ever been a fire event of 1.65 million hectares that’s burnt a large area of 
what is generally considered fire-proof vegetation, and also occurred simultaneously 
with fires in other regions of Australia and California? What is happening is 
extraordinary.” The question he poses is right on the money, but the rest of his 
statement is predictably misleading: “It would be difficult to say there wasn’t a climate 
change dimension.” 
 
For some reason I am unable to hyperlink the Sciencemag.org article where I found the 
quote above. You can locate it by searching “massive australian blazes will reframe our 
understanding of bushfire.”  
 
For those who have sincerely and objectively looked into the numerous scientific 
anomalies of the 9/11 attacks – specifically the destruction of the World Trade Center 
buildings and the resulting molten iron that smoldered for weeks at ground zero (left 
out of the official 9/11 Commission Report) – then you are no doubt familiar with the 
discovery of unreacted spheres of thermite in the rubble and the subsequent paper 
written by Professor Steven Jones of Brigham Young University (Jones was placed on 
administrative leave after the paper was published). Thermite (in this case “super-
thermite” or nano-thermite) is a military-grade mixture of aluminum oxide and other 
metallic oxides that does not explode, but rather creates short bursts of incredible heat 
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that can cut through steel like butter. In addition to the astonishing temperature a 
thermite reaction creates, it is also known for its telltale whitish-orange glow; a glow 
that is blindingly bright [Fig. 20]. Given that aluminum, barium, strontium, manganese, 
gallium, titanium, cadmium, iron, and other toxic incendiary elements have been found 
in post-spray rainwater and soil tests, it is not a stretch to presume that these “wild 
fires” are, essentially, enormous thermite reactions.   
 

                                                
                                 Figure 20. A controlled thermite reaction of  

            aluminum and manganese oxide.                    
 

But why would they destroy huge tracts of land on purpose, killing thousands of 
people and animals in the process? For the sake of brevity, I won’t elaborate too much, 
but let’s just say it has everything to do with UN Agenda 21/2030 and the creation of 
“smart cities” within “mega-regions.” “Sustainable development” is the buzz term but, 
I can assure you, this agenda has nothing to do with protecting people or the 
environment. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lXf-weM3zk&t=1s 
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• Depopulation/Illness 
 
Many prominent proponents and funders of geoengineering – such as Bill Gates and 
Ted Turner – are also strong proponents of a large reduction in the world’s human 
population. In response to a www.wearechange.org reporter asking him what his goals 
were for world population, Turner stated, “I think two billion is about right.” 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMgamzziQMM 
 
It’s no coincidence that the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation focuses so 
enthusiastically on world-wide vaccinations – vaccinations proven to contain high levels 
of aluminum, mercury, formaldehyde, and even human/monkey tissue – under the 
guise of preventing disease. The actual effect, however, may be to weaken immune 
systems and cause other irreparable damage such as neurological disorders (disorders 
that make pharmaceutical corporations $billions). 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHVmR83XABY 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B59CBW6cc3o 
 
https://www.davidicke.com/article/560943/interview-retired-vaccine-researcher 
 
Cancer and severe neurological disorders are proven outcomes of the prolonged 
intake of heavy metals, and nanoparticles accomplish this in spades because of their 
incredibly small size. The human body is able to flush out many of the toxins that exist 
in our world today, but nanosized metals bypass the blood/brain barrier and 
accumulate in the brain like a plaque (and in our lungs and other organs). See Mark 
Whiteside, MD, and J Marvin Herndon’s relevant paper here:  
 
http://bp.bookpi.org/index.php/bpi/catalog/download/22/34/118-1?inline=1 
 
When certain chemicals interact in the body (aluminum and fluoride, for example) they 
cause synergistic toxicity, meaning that exposure to the two chemicals at the same 
time results in health effects exponentially greater than the effects of the individual 
chemicals themselves. Russell Blaylock, MD, is a leading researcher on this topic and 
an outspoken opponent of clandestine geoengineering operations:  
 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5909100/ 
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25667058 
 
Did you know that Alzheimer’s, dementia, autism [Fig. 21], and other 
neurodegenerative diseases have increased rapidly in recent years? If so, have you 
stopped to consider why? The same rapid increase applies to chronic respiratory 
diseases (despite smoking levels being at historic lows and pollution regulations being 
at historically high levels of strictness). Once again, Whiteside and Herndon have 
documented these respiratory disease effects: 
 
http://www.journaljammr.com/index.php/JAMMR/article/view/11967/21805  
 

        
        Figure 21. Childhood Autism in Atlanta (and everywhere else in the US) has  
        risen steeply since aerosol spray operations began. 
 
Though the EPA and other government agencies will point to the fact that aluminum is 
a ubiquitous element in the Earth’s crust, what they won’t tell you is that aluminum 
does not exist in free form in the environment. It’s no coincidence that Dr. Alois 
Alzheimer diagnosed the first case of his namesake disease in 1901, a little more than a 
decade after aluminum reproduction began on a large scale. Curiously, the Alzheimer’s 
Association’s board of directors is made up, largely, of people with major financial 
interests in the production of aluminum. 
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Leonard A. Cole’s book Clouds of Secrecy is an in-depth documentation of numerous 
open-air “biological tests” done on unsuspecting populations by the US military after 
World War II. With dozens of biological labs across the country (and many more in the 
rest of the world) – and the established precedent of open-air “experimentation” – it 
would be foolish to assume that aerosol spraying today is limited only to heavy metals 
and nanobots. Take, for instance, the agent that causes Morgellons, a mysterious 
disease researched by Clifford Carnicom who believes the causative agent is aerially 
sprayed as part of an ongoing assault on our immune systems. 
 
https://archive.org/details/cisfconference2019/CI-SF_conference-2019-01-past.mp4 
 
Prominent geoengineer Ken Caldeira [Fig. 22] substantiates Cole, Carnicom, and 
Thomas’ research by admitting to having worked for the US military on ways to seed 
clouds with pathogens in order to infect the populations below. Caldeira said, “Now, 
you could imagine putting pathogens in a cloud, let the cloud go over somewhere 
and…you could be pretty sure that, in a few days, that cloud would rain out.” To hear 
more of his statement:  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4zAHKNCYtk&t=11s 
 

                              
                                      Figure 22. Geoengineer Ken Caldeira.  
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• Resource Control and Fabricated Scarcity 
 
Given that most of the toxic spraying has been seen and reported in the skies of NATO 
member countries, it’s no surprise that they and the UN have their fingerprints all over 
European and North American weather modification operations. We could go further 
up the food chain to groups like the Council of 300, but that’s a discussion for a later 
paper. The immediate issue at hand is that Iraq, Libya, Syria, Iran, Venezuela, Haiti, 
many African countries, and yes, the United States of America, have been subjected to 
massively destabilizing “natural” disasters such as earthquakes, floods, and prolonged 
droughts that have left these countries weakened and open to corporate and military 
theft of natural resources like oil, water, and strategic minerals. 
 
Climate engineering is the military-industrial-intelligence-university complex’s crown 
jewel.  
 
To once again paraphrase Wigington, climate engineers control the hydrological cycle 
top-to-bottom. They decide not only where it will rain and where it won’t, but how 
toxic that rain will be. Farmers in Australia and India are committing suicide in droves 
because of the never-ending drought’s destruction of their cattle and crops. Monsanto 
(now Bayer), along with the USDA (United States Department of Agriculture), has 
developed genetically modified aluminum-and-drought-resistant seeds for widespread 
use on corporate farms, presumably gaining protection against the effects of 
clandestine geoengineering. US farmers in the Midwest recently experienced 
unprecedented levels of crop destruction due to massive flooding. As is the case with 
the other related agendas, attaching the word “genocide” does not seem hyperbolic. 
 
https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4681211/user-clip-us-weather-weapons 
 
http://allnewspipeline.com/Food_Shortages_Weaponized_Weather.php 
 
The spraying assault has led to a catastrophic die-off of plants and animals around the 
world, not the least of which has been coniferous trees (a huge source of oxygen on 
this planet). This particular decline has often officially been blamed on “bark beetle 
infestation.” Like most propaganda, this is a half-truth. The infestations are entirely 
made possible by the shutting down of the trees’ root systems and natural defenses in 
response to the geoengineered heavy metal poisoning. 
 
Speaking of oxygen, the largest producers of oxygen on this planet (plankton) have 
been dying off as well. Scientists came up with a practice called ocean iron fertilization 
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(a far less talked-about form of geoengineering with equally devastating consequences) 
that involves the dumping of huge amounts of iron into the ocean from boats to grow 
algae that, in turn, provides food for plankton. Wikipedia tells us, “This form of 
fertilization produces the world’s largest marine habitats,” but that is a blatant lie. The 
process actually creates enormous anoxic “dead zones” known as Canfield Ocean, 
places in which no large marine animals can survive. 
 
The assault on our bodies, our environment, and our biosphere is truly coming from 
every direction, and the damage is epic. We’re told that we must reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions to slow down this “new normal” of climate change. This is not climate 
change. This is planetary terrorism.  

 
In Summary: 
 
Although the subject of geoengineering likely seems far-fetched or perhaps absurd to 
you, there is solid evidence to back up its existence. I understand it requires a giant 
leap for decent, empathetic people to master their cognitive dissonance and to accept 
that their (shadow) government – along with academia, mainstream media, the CIA 
(mainstream media’s master), military contractors, think tanks like CFR and RAND, and 
many more players – would undertake such an unbelievably callous and 
environmentally devastating endeavor; ultimately, a genocidal endeavor. It requires the 
same sort of courageous leap to accept that an unimaginably extensive propaganda 
campaign – a conspiracy of power elites – has taken shape over many decades, 
orchestrated by world bankers, and those who control the world bankers and their 
intelligence agencies and political proxies. Only such a power nexus could carry out 
what is undoubtedly the biggest scientific “experiment” ever launched, one of which 
there is likely no turning back.  
 
In an April 1961 speech to the ANPA (American Newspaper Publishers Association), 
John F. Kennedy [Fig. 23] said:   
 
“The very word secrecy is repugnant in a free and open society. And we are, as a 
people, inherently and historically, opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths, and to 
secret proceedings. We decided long ago that the dangers of excessive and 
unwarranted concealment of pertinent facts far outweighed the dangers which are 
cited to justify it…And there is very grave danger that an announced need for 
increased security will be seized upon by those anxious to expand its meaning to the 
very limits of official censorship and concealment…Our way of life is under attack…The 
survival of our friends is in danger, and yet no war has been declared, no borders have 
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been crossed by marching troops, no missiles have been fired…If you are awaiting a 
finding of clear and present danger, then I can only say that the danger has never been 
more clear, and its presence has never been more imminent.”   
                                  
To read a full transcript of the speech, visit www.jfklibrary.org and search for “The 
President and the Press: Address Before the American Newspaper Publishers 
Association, April 27, 1961.” 
 
On page 405 of his Memoirs, published in 2002, David Rockefeller [Fig. 24] said: 
 
“Some even believe we are part of a secret cabal working against the best interests of 
the United States, characterizing my family and me as internationalists and of 
conspiring with others around the world to build a more integrated global political and 
economic structure; one world, if you will. If that’s the charge, I stand guilty, and I am 
proud of it.”        
            

                       
     Figure 23. John F. Kennedy                            Figure. 24. David Rockefeller with  
     speaking before the ANPA, 1961.                    his book, Memoirs.              
 
Many people I’ve spoken to about these issues are unwilling to believe that human 
beings – be they in government, banking, the military, or wherever – are clever enough 
to carry out such gigantic crimes undetected. To that I say not only that they are clever 
enough, but that they have been detected. It’s just that the power structure has 
managed to keep most of the population asleep, allowing them to continue their 
criminal activities unimpeded. “Human beings aren’t this evil,” I’ve been told. On the 
whole, I agree, but guess what: it’s amazing what a decent paycheck and pension can 
do to a person’s moral compass. And when money doesn’t cut it, blackmail tends to do 
the trick.  
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“But why would they do this to themselves?” I’ve heard it asked. I assure you we are 
not dealing with morally sane or empathetic people here. We’re also not dealing with 
people who have the same “real-world” restrictions most of us have on a day-to-day 
basis of gaining a livelihood. Undisclosed-to-the-public special (and expensive) 
medications and treatments, access to primary water, and airtight underground 
bunkers are some of the countless advantages the “elite” have to shield themselves 
from the toxic fallout they’ve callously wrought upon planet Earth. 
 
Those in power could not do what they do if they were confronted by an informed and 
motivated public. Unfortunately, the decades-long disinformation war has been 
effective enough that most people are not informed of their government’s high crimes 
and misdemeanors and, therefore, they are not motivated to stop the insanity. In 
addition, the constant bombardment of heavy metals, EMF (electro-magnetic 
frequencies), and fluoridated water on our neurological systems makes it much more 
difficult to think clearly. Sadly, most people who are otherwise informed simply cannot 
and will not allow themselves to face such disturbing realities. Disheartening as this is, I 
understand. 
 
Therefore, I call on all who are awake or in the process of awakening, all who are 
informed and willing to stare the ugly truth in the face, and all who have a shred of 
empathy inside them (I believe the latter to be a vast majority of human beings on 
planet Earth) to come together and say, with a resoundingly unified voice, “No more. 
We do not consent to the intentional poisoning of our children. We do not consent to 
the soulless destruction of our magnificent biosphere and ecosystem. We do not 
consent to a small group of psychopaths ‘playing God’ with the weather and choosing 
who lives and who dies.”  
 
We do not consent. 
 
I’d like to offer sincere gratitude to those whose tireless research and courage has 
given these issues a chance to see the light of day (some at the expense of their lives 
or livelihoods). To John Knox, Elana Freeland, Clifford Carnicom, Ted Gunderson, 
Peter Kirby, Michael J. Murphy, William Thomas, Jeane Manning, Nick Begich, 
Deborah Tavares, Mike Morales, Kristen Meghan, Jim Lee, Patrick Roddie, J Marvin 
Herndon, Mark Whiteside, Ian Baldwin, Rob Williams, John Graf, Dane Wigington, and 
many more…I thank you from the bottom of my heart. 


